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I had the absolute privilege of interviewing none other than Steven Pinker following his talk at the Cambridge Union yesterday (5th May), which you can watch on the Union’s YouTube channel at your ...
Interview: Steven Pinker at the Cambridge Union
In the 20th century, animals such as mules and ligers that had parents of different species were considered biological flukes, but genetic sequencing is beginning to unravel the critical role of ...
Hybrid Animals Are Not Nature’s Misfits
The intimate associations between plants and the insects that eat them have helped define and shape both groups for millions of years. This pioneering volume ...
Specialization, Speciation, and Radiation: The Evolutionary Biology of Herbivorous Insects
Creating the best conditions for cells to make energy and survive critical illness is a challenge little understood in modern medicine. Now a new study led by scientists at the University of Plymouth, ...
Cell adaptation in critically ill could be difference between life and death, new study shows
Studies based on monitoring of birds already show that waterbirds are changing their distribution in response to climate change. Five years ago, with the support of the International Climate ...
Climate change adaptation and waterbirds: a more integrated approach is needed
Mycobacterium kansasii can cause serious pulmonary disease. Here, the authors present a population genomics analysis of 358 environmental and clinical isolates from around the world, supporting the ...
Population genomics provides insights into the evolution and adaptation to humans of the waterborne pathogen Mycobacterium kansasii
The 2018 eruption of Kīlauea volcano, Hawai'i released huge volumes of volcanic gases to the atmosphere. Dr Emma Liu was part of the team studying the environmental impacts of these emissions. Their ...
New insights into the emission & downwind transport of volcanic metal aerosol pollutants
The study showed that the cells of people who survived critical illness (ie two or more organs failing) produced energy in a different way to those who did not survive. The behaviour of critically ill ...
Cell adaptation in critically ill could be difference between life and death
The Hidden Roots of Sexual Deception, Harassment, and Assault by David M. Buss, Little, Brown Spark, 336 pages (April 2021) Professor David M. Buss, a leading ...
When Men Behave Badly—A Review
Most people can recognise familiar faces with ease, even from low quality images, or from photos that are many years old. We often recognise familiar faces even if we can’t remember a person’s name or ...
Why we can still recognise people in face masks
Many countries promote urban agglomeration to enhance economic competitiveness, but the impacts of this strategy on local climate adaptation remain poorly understood. Here, we use variation in ...
Urban agglomeration worsens spatial disparities in climate adaptation
Ecological and morphological divergence within populations can be a signal of adaptive divergence, which can maintain intraspecific polymorphisms and promote ecological speciation in the event of ...
Genetic and ecomorphological divergence between sympatric Astyanax morphs from Central America
Professor Aled Jones of Anglia Ruskin University (ARU) will lead the climate finance discussions at Climate Exp0, a week-long science and policy conference taking place six months before the start of ...
ARU expert to lead climate finance discussions
At Cambridge Public Schools (CPS) in Massachusetts, the Media Arts team produces content for schools, departments, and teachers while offering students a wide array of media classes, clubs, and work ...
Tightrope’s Cablecast Delivers Online Video Hosting for Cambridge Public Schools
Prince William has always been an avid supporter of Aston Villa, and he even passed on his love of the game to his little ones. But instead of heading to the stadium for a football match, the Duke of ...
Prince William visited his favorite football team for this special reason
Powerful VOD capabilities enable school district to easily and reliably share high-quality student, teacher, and board-produced videos as medium takes on an increasingly important role ...
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Tightrope’s Cablecast Platform Enables Flexible and Robust Online Video Hosting and Delivery for Cambridge Public Schools
Presented key proof of concept data for multiple platforms at AACR 2021 Q1 2021 cash position of $981.9 million SEATTLE, May 05, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Sana Biotechnology, Inc. (NASDAQ: SANA), a ...
Sana Biotechnology Reports First Quarter 2021 Financial Results and Business Updates
Stellenbosch University (SU) has announced the establishment of a new School for Climate Studies, which will be officially launched in June 2021.
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